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Abstract
High-performance materials always possess specific chemical compositions. The present work points out that
the composition genes, which are the basic structural units that serve as the composition carriers, are actually the
molecule-like chemical units. Friedel oscillations, in combination with the cluster-plus-glue-atom model, are fully
presented to show how to uncover the composition genes hidden in chemical short-range orders in any material.
Examples are given in three categories of materials, i.e., metallic alloys including solid solutions and metallic
glasses, inorganic compounds as well as relevant glasses, and polymers. Furthermore, materials can be classified
into single-, dual-, and multi-gene types. The proposition of composition genes facilitates the understanding of
prevailing materials and can be a useful tool to guide the exploration of new composition space.
Keywords: Composition genes, chemical units, cluster-plus-glue-atom model, Friedel oscillations

INTRODUCTION

Solids originate from strong chemical bonding between atoms and make a rich material world [1]. The
commonly used materials are conventionally classified into metallic alloys, inorganic compounds (as
well as relevant glasses), and polymers (as well as their hybrids). In terms of chemical compositions, the
materials are differently expressed. Metallic alloys, for the convenience of large-scale industrial production,
are generally expressed in mass percentages of elements, such as 304 stainless steel 06Cr19Ni10 (the
percent is placed after the element) and brass 70Cu-30Zn (the percent is placed before the element),
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which are summarized into various industrial grades. Inorganic compounds are mostly represented by
atomic fractions or chemical formulas, as exemplified by silica SiO2 and ceramic TiNx (x represents nonstoichiometry). Polymers are composed of macromolecules by combining several monomers (repeating
subunits), such as polyethylene (C2H4)n and polyvinyl chloride (C2H3Cl)n. However, there is a long-standing
mystery on the structural origin of the materials’ chemistry, which is especially important for metals and
inorganic compounds that contain multiple elements, or alloyed materials. Even for polymers, the same
question persists: is the monomer the composition unit of the macromolecule? In other words, what
are the composition genes of materials? Here, the gene refers to the smallest structural unit that serves
as the composition carrier of the material. Different from molecular substances, such as ice composed
of H2O molecules and their connections via relative weak inter-molecular bonding, solid materials are
dominated by inter-atomic chemical bonding. In metals and inorganic compounds, inter-molecular
bonding is completely missing, and it is impossible to define molecules. The unit cell or atomic motif
in crystallography, despite carrying the composition information, cannot be universally accepted as the
chemical unit for the lack of structural stability contribution and for being unable to deal with short-range
ordering. For example, for a Cu3Au structure, ordered or disordered alike, the unit cell always contains
three Cu and one Au atoms, which is too small in comparison with the short-range ordering that extends
to a few atomic shells. In polymers, the basic units within the macromolecules are still to be defined.
The composition genes of materials should represent the local short-range ordering, just as molecules.
Specifically, a composition gene should possess typical molecule-like characteristics, such as chemical
composition of the entire structure, charge balance (or stable electronic structure), local atomic
configuration, and mean atomic density. We developed a new structural model for short-range order
structures, the so-called cluster-plus-glue-atom model[2,3]. This model regards any structure from the
viewpoint of a local unit composed of a central atom, its shell (the cluster part), plus a few atoms located
at the next-neighbor sites (the glue part). In the following, we show that such local units are exactly the
composition genes of materials. Termed chemical units, they are molecule-like and meet nearly all the
conditions of molecules.
The method of using nearest-neighbor clusters as the basic structural units to characterize phase structures
has a long history. As early as the 1970s, Mackay [4,5] proposed that nearest-neighbor coordination
polyhedral clusters (hereinafter referred to as clusters) can be introduced into the structure description of
complex phases, instead of the traditional crystallographic method using space group and atomic position
information; thus, the characteristics of the material structures can be more effectively reflected, and even
the relationship between the compositions and structures can be established. By the 1990s, it was pointed
out that quasicrystals and their corresponding crystalline phases have the same electron concentrations[6].
Subsequently, a great deal of research on the electron behavior formed the basis for the proposition of the
cluster-plus-glue-atom model, mainly destined for amorphous structures[7-9]. Based on the cluster-plusglue-atom model, the composition genes of materials are the molecule-like chemical units, expressed as the
cluster formula [cluster](glue atom)x, where x means the number of glue atoms. The cluster part is the local
structure with the strongest interactions between atoms, and the existence of glue atoms is to balance the
charge neutrality of the structural units and maintain the average atomic density. Therefore, this structural
picture contains structural stability information, being different fundamentally from the unit cell concept in
conventional crystallography. These composition genes exist in liquids, amorphous solids, solid solutions,
and crystalline states. The composition design is made simple once the composition gene is known.
In the following, the molecule-like chemical units defined via the cluster-plus-glue-atom model are first
presented, stressing their role as the composition genes in materials. Then, examples of the composition
genes in various materials are given. Finally, a new classification method for materials according to the
composition genes is proposed.
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Molecule-like chemical units from short-range orders
In a classical particle system composed of a large number of atoms, the most obvious manifestation of
ordering is positional order, which means that the positions of atoms in different places are related[10]. If
there is no correlation at all, the distribution of atomic positions is completely random, that is, the system
is in a completely disordered state, such as the ideal gas; if the correlation range of atomic positions is
limited to neighboring atoms, the system exhibits short-range order (SRO); and, if the correlation range
reaches infinity, the system shows long-range order (LRO)[11]. Many materials we commonly use today
are characterized by locally disordered states, or SROs, such as those based on solid solutions (e.g., steels)
or glasses (e.g., amorphous silicates), in which local symmetry is partially destroyed. The traditional
crystallography is no longer applicable in dealing with such locally disordered states. There is an urgent
need to establish a theoretical model to describe SRO structures and their composition formulas, in order
to define the composition genes hidden in them.
To describe the phenomenon of ordering in alloys, various theoretical approaches have been proposed.
Bragg and Williams[12] introduced the LRO parameter, S, and devised a simple theory giving S as a function
of temperature. Subsequently, Bethe[13] proposed the “order of neighbors” σ to express the difference of the
probabilities of finding an unequal and an equal neighbor beside a given atom and determined the longrange and nearest-neighbor orders for the case of AB alloys. Later, Peierls[14] extended this theory to the case
of the face-centered cubic (FCC) A3B alloys such as Cu3Au, and the results better accord with experiments
than did the theory of Bragg and Williams. Similarly, the theory of Kirkwood[15] describes the order and
disorder in solid solutions based on a direct evaluation of the crystalline partition function. Profiting
from the advances in diffraction techniques, the quantitative determination of LRO and SRO parameters
becomes possible. Cowley[16] measured the SRO parameters for the first ten shells of neighbors in Cu3Au
using the single-crystal diffuse scattering technique. Furthermore, he proposed the SRO parameters αi to
express the interaction of a given atom in an alloy with the atoms at the ith shell surrounding it, which is
still widely used today[17-19].
The physical root of ordering in classical particle systems lies in the interaction between particles, while
this interaction itself is a quantum mechanics problem. With the development of quantum mechanics,
people began to pay more attention to the electron fluctuation in the process of studying the structures
of metals and alloys. By the 1950s, the advent of Friedel oscillation theory[20-22] had revolutionized the
understanding of the structure of matter. This theory is derived from Friedel’s early research on the
distribution of electrons around impurities in monovalent metals[20]. Subsequently, Friedel[21] extended his
research into the electronic structure of primary solid solutions in metals and proposed that it is simply a
question of solving a Schrödinger equation. He specifically considered the charge screening phenomenon
generated by the introduction of small and strong perturbations in a uniform potential field and described
the collective behavior of conduction electrons in metallic alloys[22]. Due to this collective behavior, when
an impurity charge is introduced into the uniform potential field, the electron cloud around the impurity
charge is polarized, thereby shielding the disturbance of the impurity charge to the whole system. However,
this shielding is incomplete. The disturbance in the short range is not completely shielded, and the electron
density around the impurity shows an oscillating distribution. This phenomenon, similar to water waves, is
known as Friedel oscillations.
Following Friedel, Langer and Vosko[23], Heine and Weaire[24], Harrison[25], and Ziman[26] also conducted
specific studies on the shielding potential energy generated by the introduction of impurity charges,
and the calculation results were mutually verified, that is, the effective pair potential φ eff(r) at distance r
is proportional to a damped cosine-function: φ eff(r) ∝ cos(2kF∙r + θ )/r3. Here, θ signifies the phase shift
angle changing from zero to π/2 and is related to the scattering amplitude at the Fermi level[24]. kF means
Fermi vector. For liquid and amorphous states, at short and medium distances, Häussler[27] experimentally
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Figure 1. Effective potential of Friedel oscillations φ eff(r) ∝ -sin(2kF∙r)/r3, with the negative potential zones being shaded, where atoms
tend to gather.

verified that the phase shift θ is equal to π/2, and Kroha et al.[28] also obtained θ = π/2 through theoretical
calculations. Therefore, the expression of the effective potential of Friedel oscillations is written as φ eff(r) ∝
-sin(2kF∙r)/r3, as shown in Figure 1[29]. To reach a stable state, atoms tend to be located near the mid-points
of the negative potential zones in Friedel oscillations, at the distances of rn = (1/4 + n)λ Fr, where λ Fr = π/kF
is the Friedel wavelength and n = 1, 2, 3, … is the shell sequence, so as to minimize the total energy of the
system[29]. This arrangement sequence of atoms with the inter-shell spacing of Friedel wavelength is the socalled spherical-periodic order, which occurs due to the resonance between the electronic and static atomic
structures.
The compositions of materials come from chemical SRO, which is related to Friedel oscillations. According
to the Friedel-oscillation-based spherical-periodic resonance theory, the molecule-like chemical unit
covering only the nearest-neighbor cluster plus a few next-neighbor glue atoms can be rationalized[3].
Since the function forms of the charge distribution and atomic density distribution are consistent with the
effective potential function, it is easy to obtain the charge-neutral and mean-density radial distances by
integrating the function -sin(2kF∙r)/r3. The first of such positions falls near 1.76λ Fr, close to the mid-point
1.75λ Fr in the first positive potential zone of Friedel oscillations[30], defining the size of the corresponding
composition gene. Generally, the cluster part can be derived from the homologous crystalline phase
structure, and the glue atom part can be further calculated according to the chemical unit as well as the
actual composition, from which the composition gene can be ultimately determined. Figure 2 exhibits a
typical cluster-plus-glue-atom composition gene relevant to FCC structure, whose cluster configuration is a
cuboctahedron, and a few glue atoms are located outside the cluster.
For binary FCC-based solid solution alloys, the coordination number of the cluster is 12, and the glueatom shell in the next neighborhood contains 1-5 atoms. Thus, the chemical unit of a binary system can be
expressed as [A-B12]AxBy, containing 14-18 atoms, where the integer x + y represents the number of glue
atoms, 0 < x + y < 6. It is assumed that the volume of each element remains unchanged after mixing[31], so the
chemical unit volume is the sum of all atomic volumes, i.e., (1 + x) ⋅ (4π / 3) ⋅ RA3 / 0.74 + (12 + y) ⋅ (4π / 3) ⋅ RB3 / 0.74 ,
where R’s are atomic radii and 0.74 is the packing efficiency of FCC structure; it is also equal to the spherical
volume enclosed by the cut-off distance 1.76λ Fr, i.e., (4π / 3) ⋅ (1.76λFr )=3 (4π / 3) ⋅ [1.76 × ( RA + RB ) /1.25]3 , where
RA + RB = 1.25λ Fr is the nearest-neighbor distance in the cluster according to the spherical periodicity
theory. This equation leads to (1 + x) ⋅ R + (12 + y) ≈ 2 ⋅ ( R + 1) , with RA/B meaning the ratio of RA over RB.
Goldschmidt radii of atoms are generally adopted. According to this relationship, for a given binary FCCbased solid solution alloy of known RA/B, the chemical unit can be calculated. For instance, when RA = RB,
3
A/B

3

A/B
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Figure 2. Configuration of the cluster-plus-glue-atom composition gene relevant to FCC structure, with the cuboctahedron representing
the nearest-neighbor cluster and the scattered yellow atoms representing the glue atoms located at the next neighbors.

x + y = 3, which means that, for an FCC solid solution alloy composed of solute and solvent atoms with
equal atomic radii, which is equivalent to a single-element FCC structure or a completely disordered FCC
structure composed of one average atom, the composition gene consists of 16 atoms, written as [A-B12]
(A,B)3 (as exemplified by austenitic stainless steels 304 and 316). When RA ≠ RB, the value of x + y can
be calculated accordingly, as exemplified in Cu-Zn alloys. To allow more A in solution of B, the general
formula of the composition genes in FCC solid solutions should be [A-(A,B)12]AxBy, where A and B are
mixed in the nearest-neighbor shell and can be determined by Cowley’s α short-range parameter. The
calculation can also be done following similar equations by regarding the mixed A and B atoms in the shell
site as an average atom. This method can also be extended to solid solutions based on body-centered cubic
and hexagonal close-packed structures.
In addition to solid solution alloys, the composition genes of other materials can also be identified, such
as amorphous alloys, inorganic compounds, glasses, polymers, etc. First, the clusters are derived from
relevant phases of known structures (for amorphous alloys and glasses, they are devitrification phases);
then, combined with the cluster-resonance model[32,33], the electronic factor is introduced to address the
structural stability (the electron number per unit e/u being a multiple of 8, conforming to the octet rule),
thus to determine the glue atoms. In the calculation process of the composition genes, the chemical
compositions, spatial configurations, charge neutrality, and average atomic densities are taken into account.

COMPOSITION GENES IN MATERIALS
In this section, the molecule-like chemical units as the composition genes in various materials, covering
metallic alloys, inorganic compounds and relevant glasses, and polymers, are examined via examples.
Metallic alloys

Metallic alloys generally consist of solid-solution-based industrial alloys and metallic glasses.
Solid-solution-based industrial alloys
Austenitic stainless steels are the most widely used type of stainless steels, most of which are derived from
304 grade, or 06Cr19Ni10, whose composition (using weight percentage, wt.%) is C ≤ 0.08, Si ≤ 1.00, Mn
≤ 2.00, P ≤ 0.045, S ≤ 0.030, Cr: 18.0-20.0, Ni: 8.0-11.0[34]. Due to the austenite structure, the cluster is a
cuboctahedron with the coordination number of 12 [Figure 2]. The elements in substitutional solution
of austenite have approximately equal atomic radii, so the number of glue atoms can be determined as
3 by using the calculation method about composition genes mentioned above. Thus, the composition
gene of 304 stainless steel can be determined to be (Cr,Si)3-3.5-(Ni,Mn)1.25-1.75-Fe10.75-11.75, which covers the
composition zones as specified in different industrial standards. This formula contains at least three Cr
atoms, which signifies that Cr3 is the minimum quantity required to guarantee to passivate the steel.
Similarly, the composition gene of 316 stainless steel is (Cr,Mo,Si)3-3.5-(Ni,Mn)1.75-2.25-Fe10.25-11.25. The major
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difference from that of 304 lies in higher Ni content and hence lower C content, to minimize sensitization
(the tendency of Cr-rich carbide precipitation that deteriorates corrosion resistance). The complex
chemistries of stainless steels are now made clear and concise. We can also see that these steels have large
composition tolerance, as each steel actually corresponds to two cluster formulas, which is a significant
advantage of steels. This is in clear contrast to Ni-based superalloys whose formulas are usually unique,
which makes their preparation intrinsically difficult, as illustrated next.
Superalloys are used to withstand extreme high-temperature service conditions and are typical multielement complex industrial alloys. DD406 (DD6) belongs to the second generation of Ni-based superalloys
developed in China, which is comparable to PWA1484, Rene N5, and CMSX-4. It is also cost-effective for
the low Re content. This alloy has a moderate creep rupture strength to suit for service temperature below
1100 °C. Its chemical composition is quite complex: 0.001-0.040C, 3.80-4.80Cr, bal. Ni, 8.50-9.50Co, 7.009.00W, 1.50-2.50Mo, 5.20-6.20Al, Ti ≤ 0.10, Fe ≤ 0.20, 0.60-1.20Nb, 6.00-8.50Ta, 1.60-2.40Re, 0.05-0.15Hf, B
≤ 0.02, Zr ≤ 0.10, Mn ≤ 0.15, Si ≤ 0.20, P ≤ 0.018, S ≤ 0.001, Cu ≤ 0.05 (trace elements neglected). The midvalues of substitutional elements are taken, and the composition becomes Ni-5.7Al-0.9Nb-7.25Ta-4.3Cr-2Mo8W-2Re-9Co, which is transformed into a 16-atom chemical formula Al2.10Nb0.10Ta0.40Cr0.82Mo0.21W0.43Re0.11Co1.52
Ni10.31. The elements are grouped into the precipitation-type (Al,Nb,Ta), the solution-type (Cr,Mo,W,Re),
and the solvent-type (Co,Ni), i.e., (Al0.81Nb0.04Ta0.15)2.60-(Cr0.52Mo0.13W0.30Re0.07)1.57-(Co0.13Ni0.87)11.8, which
falls close to (Al0.81Nb0.04Ta0.15)2.5-(Cr0.52Mo0.13W0.30Re0.07)1.5-(Co0.13Ni0.87)12. A tentative cluster formula is thus
obtained: [(Al0.81Nb0.04Ta0.15)-(Co0.13Ni0.87)12](Al0.81Nb0.04Ta0.15)1.5(Cr0.52Mo0.13W0.30Re0.07)1.5. Actually, this is the
general formula for all single-crystal superalloys. For example, PWA1484 satisfies 2.56-1.67-11.78, Rene N5
2.61-1.94-11.44 (where apparently there is excessive solution content), and CMSX-4 2.56-1.72-11.72. By
comparing these formulas, it is straightforward to say that DD6 best satisfies the modeled formula. These
composition genes formulated by the cluster formulas simplify the composition analysis of superalloys and
can be used as guiding tools for the development of new superalloys.
More examples have been analyzed, for instance, maraging stainless steel Custom-465 is formulated as [NiFe12]Cr2(Ni,Mo,Ti,Nb,Al,V)[35], high-entropy Al-Cr-Fe-Co-Ni alloys as [Al-(Cr,Fe,Co,Ni)14]Al[36,37], the most
widely used brass Cu-30.0Zn as [Zn-Cu12]Zn4[38], and the most popular Ti alloy Ti-6Al-4V as a dual-gene
formula 12[Al-Ti12]AlTi2+5[Al-Ti14]V2Ti ≈ Ti-6.05Al-3.94V[39].
Metallic glasses
Metallic glasses are characterized by short-range ordering. Good glass-formers conform to well-specified
compositions. The steps of composition analysis and alloy design based on the cluster-plus-glue-atom
model have been summarized[40,41], and the resulting cluster formulas are exactly the composition genes.
Here, the metallic glasses in Cu-Zr and Ni-(Nb,Ta) systems are taken as examples to illustrate the
calculations of composition genes, and the calculated results are listed in Table 1. The three Cu-Zr bulk
metallic glass compositions with high glass forming ability are Cu64Zr36, Cu56Zr44, and Cu50Zr50[42]. To
interpret the composition of Cu64Zr36, the deep eutectic point Cu0.618Zr0.382 is selected according to the phase
diagram[43]. Then, the crystalline phase Cu8Zr3 is determined to be the devitrification phase due to the
structural homology[44,45], which generates the cluster [Cu-Cu7Zr5] with the configuration of icosahedron.
Finally, one Cu atom is added as the glue atom, so the cluster formula [Cu-Cu7Zr5]Cu ≈ Cu64.3Zr35.7 is
obtained, with e/u ≈ 24. For the bulk metallic glass Cu56Zr44 (exactly the eutectic point), two eutectic phases,
Cu10Zr7 and CuZr, are related. Thus, the dual-cluster formulization is introduced to decipher this alloy[46],
and its composition gene is calculated to be [Zr-Cu10Zr4+Cu-Zr8Cu6]Cu2Zr2 ≈ Cu55.9Zr44.1. Half of this dualcluster formula readily interprets the bulk metallic glass Cu50Zr50:[Cu-Zr8Cu6]Cu = Cu50Zr50. Similarly, the
composition genes of the bulk metallic glasses Ni62Nb38 and Ni59-62Ta38-41 are [Ni-Nb4Ni8]Nb2Ni = Ni62.5Nb37.5
and [(Ni,Ta)-Ni6Ta6]Ni3 = Ni56.25-62.5Ta37.5-43.75, respectively[41], where the clusters are derived from eutectic
phases and the electron numbers per unit fall close to 24.
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Table 1. Composition genes of typical bulk metallic glasses in Cu-Zr system and Ni-(Nb,Ta) systems

Bulk metallic glasses

Crystalline phases

Cluster formulas of composition genes

Calculated compositions

Cu64Zr36
Cu56Zr44
Cu50Zr50
Ni62Nb38
Ni59-62Ta38-41

Cu8Zr3
Cu10Zr7+CuZr
CuZr
NbNi3
NiTa

[Cu-Cu7Zr5]Cu
[Zr-Cu10Zr4+Cu-Zr8Cu6]Cu2Zr2
[Cu-Zr8Cu6]Cu
[Ni-Nb4Ni8]Nb2Ni
[(Ni,Ta)-Ni6Ta6]Ni3

Cu64.3Zr35.7
Cr55.9Zr44.1
Cu50Zr50
Ni62.5Nb37.5
Ni56.25-62.5Ta37.5-43.75

The cluster formula approach can also deal with dual-phase glass-crystal alloys. For example, Mg49Cu42Y9
is composed of an amorphous phase and a nanocrystal phase and can be deciphered into a composition
gene [Mg-Cu4Mg8Y3]Cu2Mg+[Cu-Cu6Mg6]Cu ≈ Mg48.5Cu42.4Y9.1[47]. Binary eutectics can be dissociated into
two stable liquids so that their compositions are formulated by two subunits, i.e., dual-genes, as exemplified
by [Al-Co14+Al-Co12]Al4 = Al18.75Co81.25, [Cr-Co12+Co-Cr14]Co6 ≈ Co55.9Cr44.1, [Hg-Mg12+Hg-Mg11]Hg3Mg ≈
Mg82.8Hg17.2, and [Sb-Mg12+Sb-Mg7]Mg5Sb ≈ Mg88.9Sb11.1[48]. Besides, the multi-element eutectic-type bulk
metallic glasses are always derived from binary eutectic alloys; thus, their composition genes usually stem
from multiple phases[49].
Inorganic compounds and glasses

Inorganic compounds
A compound is a pure substance composed of two or more different elements, usually in simple
proportions. Compounds are generally classified as stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric ones. In this
part, SiO2 and TiNx are chosen as typical examples to unveil the composition genes hidden in inorganic
compounds.
Silica SiO2 is the most popular inorganic material. The outer electron orbital of Si is 3s23p2, so that this
atom provides four valence electrons to form chemical bonding. The atom O has an outer electron orbital
of 2s22p4, giving six valence electrons. Therefore, one Si atom attracts four O atoms through four covalent
sp3-type bonds, forming a tetrahedron with the Si atom as the center and O atoms as the nearest neighbors,
[Si-O4]. However, [Si-O4] itself does not satisfy charge balance, and four more electrons are needed to
reach the octet state. The [Si-O4] cluster should be linked to one more Si atom as the glue atom to obtain
enough electrons, thus maintaining the charge neutrality. Therefore, the molecule-like chemical unit as the
composition gene in SiO2 is determined to be [Si-O4]Si, with e/u = 32[50], as shown in Figure 3. Actually, this
is also the composition gene of all silicate glasses. Obviously, the composition gene [Si-O4]Si is different
from the chemical formula SiO2.
The compounds TiNx are typical for non-stoichiometry. The structure can be viewed as N atoms in
interstitial solution in FCC Ti lattice, forming the nearest-neighbor coordination octahedral cluster [NTi6]. The composition gene for the stoichiometric TiN compound is [N-Ti6]N5. However, theoretically, it is
revealed that the hardest (or the most stable) compound is TiN0.8[50], which corresponds to a Ni-deficient
formula [N-Ti6]N3.8, with e/u = 48.
Inorganic glasses
The advent of silicate glasses is traced back to Egyptian times, when people accidentally found that silica
mixed with soda easily forms glasses. Soda-lime silicate glasses remain the most widely used category for
their easy production and low cost, occupying about 90% of the glass market. However, as with industrial
metals, their compositions are developed out of tedious trial-and-error attempts. The silicate glass
compositions should be hidden in the amorphous structure, of which the modeling is a big challenge for
the scientific community even today. The widely recognized random network model of silicate glasses was
proposed by Zachariasen[51] in 1932. The major assumption is that the coordination number centered by a
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Figure 3. Configuration of the composition gene [Si-O4]Si in SiO2, where the cluster part is outlined.

metal cation ranges from 3 to 4, which is equivalent to the average valency of cations. This model does not
contain any chemical information so cannot be used for composition interpretation. We here re-interpret
this model using our cluster-plus-glue-atom model as follows: a silicate glass is formed by mixing fourvalency unit [Si-O4]Si and three-valency unit [M-O3]M (M represents the average cations in glasses) to
develop into a three-dimensional random network with an average coordination number ranging from
3 to 4. Since the addition of oxides is for defined purposes, it should be maximized so long as the glass
remains stable, i.e., the proportion of [M-O3]M is generally high so that the final average cation valence
falls close to three. For instance, the most common composition of soda-lime float glasses for windows is
72SiO2-15Na2O-9CaO, whose average cation valence is 3.04. Therefore, the composition gene of this glass
is formulated basically by the three-valence unit [M-O3]M, where M is Na0.26Ca0.09Si0.65. It is also noted that
the commercial glasses all have cation valences slightly above three; this is to facilitate industrial-scale
production control, as any composition with a cation valence below three would suffer from low structural
stability and thus from easy crystallization.
Cr-doped amorphous carbon has a diamond-like structure and is widely used as protective coatings.
Diamond-like amorphous carbon is mainly composed of sp2 and sp3 bondings. Cr-doping is generally
adopted to increase sp2 content and hence the electrical conductivity. However, the optimal Cr-doping
content is not known. According to the cluster-plus-glue-atom model, the composition gene of stable Crdoped diamond-like carbon is [Cr-C6]CrC or [Cr-C6]Cr3[50], which provides a theoretical direction for the
coating industry.
Polymers

Polymers are basically molecular materials so that in principle their compositions are not of major concern
for the researchers: the materials’ chemistry is identical to that of the macromolecules composing the
polymers. For example, polyethylene, the most common plastic in use today, is made of monomer ethylene
C2H4 connected in chain, so that the composition of polyethylene is also that of the monomer. However,
the macromolecules are so huge that there is a need to further identify the basic units, which is similar to
the identification of chemical units in well-ordered inorganic compounds. Here, polyethylene is taken as
the example to define the composition gene in a long-chained macromolecule. Polymerization of ethylene
to polyethylene is described by n CH2 = CH2 (gas) → [-CH2-CH2-]n (solid). From this equation, one may
have the impression that the repeating unit is a pair of methylene groups. However, in terms of the clusterplus-glue-atom model, the composition gene of this long chain (C2H4)n is [C-H2C2]H4 = C3H6, with e/u =
18. Likewise, the macromolecules of polypropylene (C3H6)n and polyvinyl chloride (C2H3Cl)n, the world’s
second- and third-most widely produced synthetic plastic polymers, respectively, are deciphered into the
composition genes [C-H1C3]H7 = C4H8 and [C-H1Cl1C2]H4 = C3H5Cl1, both having e/u = 24.
In terms of composition genes, materials can be simply classified into single-, dual-, and multi-gene types.
Single-gene materials refer to the materials consisting of only one composition gene, such as single-crystal
Ni-based superalloys, most binary bulk metallic glasses, single-phase inorganic compounds, and single-
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monomer polymers. Dual-gene materials are the ones composed of two material genes, including eutectic
alloys, most industrial alloys, amorphous-crystalline dual-phase alloys, etc. Multi-gene materials are
made up of three or more composition genes, such as glasses that are mixtures of several units and multimonomer polymers.
The concept of composition gene proposed here can guide material design, as the genes directly provide the
composition formulas, which can greatly improve the efficiency of material research and development. The
applications of such an approach in alloy optimization and development has been exemplified in a number
of alloys (cf. Ti alloys[30,39], maraging stainless steels[35], high-entropy alloys[36,37], Cu alloys[38], metallic
glasses[40,41,47], eutectics[46,48]).

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, molecule-like chemical units as composition genes of materials are proposed based on the
cluster-plus-glue-atom model, reflecting the chemistries, characteristic short-range ordering, electronic
structure stability, and overall atomic densities of the materials. The compositions of various materials,
including metallic alloys, inorganic compounds, and polymers, are analyzed and deciphered into different
kinds of genes in terms of cluster formulas, expressed as the nearest-neighbor clusters plus a few nextneighbor glue atoms. Materials are thus classified into single-, dual-, and multi-gene types.
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